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The optical fiber is well adapted to pass multiple wireless signals having different carrier frequencies by using radio-over-fiber 
(ROF) technique. However, multiple wireless signals which have the same carrier frequency cannot propagate over a single optical 
fiber, such as wireless multi-input multi-output (MIMO) signals feeding multiple antennas in the fiber wireless (FiWi) system. A 
novel optical frequency upconversion (OFU) technique is proposed to solve this problem. In this paper, the novel OFU approach 
is used to transmit three wireless MIMO signals over a 20 km standard single mode fiber (SMF). The OFU technique exploits one 
optical source to produce multiple wavelengths by delivering it to a LiNbO3 external optical modulator. The wireless MIMO signals 
are then modulated by LiNbO3 optical intensity modulators separately using the generated optical carriers from the OFU process. 
These modulators use the optical single-sideband with carrier (OSSB+C) modulation scheme to optimize the system performance 
against the fiber dispersion effect. Each wireless MIMO signal is with a 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz carrier frequency, 1 Gb/s data rate, and 
16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). The crosstalk between the wireless MIMO signals is highly suppressed, since each 
wireless MIMO signal is carried on a specific optical wavelength.

1. Introduction

Next generation access networks are planned to provide 
custom ers w ith high data rate, broadband multiple services, 
and flexible com m unication. There is strong com petition 
between optical access technologies and wireless access tech
nologies to achieve these requirem ents, since the bandw idth 
dem and of the end-users has becom e larger nowadays [1]. The 
optical fiber access networks provide high-bandw idth digital 
services and long-distance com m unication, but they are less 
ubiquitous. The wireless access networks provide flexible 
and ubiquitous com m unication with a low deploym ent cost. 
However, its deploym ent scalability is lim ited by spectrum  
and range [2, 3]. The FiWi access netw ork is powerful hybrid 
architecture of optical backhaul and wireless front-end. This 
hybrid FiW i access network supports high data rates and 
throughput w ith m inim al tim e delay [4 ].

Figure 1 shows architecture of a FiWi access network. The 
optical backhaul is a tree network connecting the central 
office (CO) and wireless front-end. The optical backhaul 
is com prised of an optical line term inal (OLT) at the CO, 
an SMF, a rem ote node (RN), and multiple access points 
(APs). The wireless front-end consists of w idespread APs to 
penetrate num erous wireless end users (WEUs). There are 
two m ain m ethods to transm it the wireless signals over the 
FiWi systems: ROF transm ission and digitized radio-over
fiber (DROF) transm ission [5, 6 ].

For wireless broadband transm ission, the M IM O radio 
system has been defined as multiple transm it/receive anten
nas. The M IM O system is designed to improve transm ission 
range/reliability and deliver higher data transm ission rates 
than  the single-input single-output (SISO) system. The w ire
less M IM O signals are transm itted over fiber to get a powerful 
integrated FiWi system. The optical fiber is well adapted
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CO: central office AP: access point
OLT: optical line terminal WEUs: wireless end-users
RN: remote node ONU: optical network unit

Figure 1: FiWi access network architecture.

to pass multiple wireless signals having different carrier 
frequencies by using ROF technique. However, multiple 
wireless signals which have the same carrier frequency cannot 
propagate over a single optical fiber, such as M IM O signals 
feeding multiple antennas in  the FiWi system. The problem  
starts once multiple M IM O signals are com bined and then 
upconverted by a single optical carrier. Individual M IM O 
signals could not be separated and recovered thereafter with 
regular electrical filtering. The simple approach to solve this 
problem  is by transporting  each M IM O signal over individual 
optical fiber. However, this approach will not be cost-effective 
when m any M IM O signals are transm itted over several 
optical fibers. A n approach to solve this problem  by using 
wavelength division multiplexing (W DM) and subcarriers 
multiplexing (SCM) techniques has also been proposed [7, 
8 ]. These techniques are not cost-effective, since multiple 
optical sources and photodetectors are required. W hen SCM 
technique is used, all except one of the M IM O radio signals 
are translated to different frequency bands to transport them  
over fiber. M any frequency converters are then  used to 
translate the delivered signal back to the original frequency 
band. So the cost and complexity are high in  this approach, 
especially w hen the num ber of M IM O signals is large.

The phase quadrature double-sideband frequency- 
translation technique has been proposed to transport MIMO 
radio signals over single optical fiber [9]. The achieved 
m odulation symbol rate was lim ited because the phase and 
am plitude of the double sidebands were not sufficiently

m atched due to the dispersion and frequency response of the 
overall system [9].

Transm ission of three M IM O radio signals all with
2.44 GHz carrier frequency over an optical fiber was pro
posed and dem onstrated using an electrical single-sideband 
frequency translation (ESSB-FT) technique [10]. The tech
nique used here [10] improves the system perform ance [9 ], 
where the phase and am plitude of the single sidebands were 
m ore m atched. The proposed approach decreased the m ax
im um  crosstalk level between the different M IM O channels 
as com pared to transporting  the same signals by using SCM 
technique. In addition, it could be applied to w ork with 
existing com mercially available ROF systems, which were 
designed to carry just SISO radio signals.

Recently, three wireless 16-QAM M IM O signals were p ro 
posed to be transm itted over a 20 km  SMF using the optical 
single-sideband frequency translation (OSSB-FT) technique 
(which is considered as OFU technique) [11]. These wireless 
M IM O signals were m odulated using the carrier frequency of
2.44 GHz and optically m odulated using the optical double
sideband (ODSB) m odulation scheme. The ODSB m odu
lation scheme is affected by the dispersion effects of the 
fiber segment. The fiber chrom atic dispersion also increases 
directly proportional with increasing radio frequency (RF) 
m odulating frequency [1]. In term s of the spectral efficiency, 
the ODSB m odulation scheme is n o t attractive. The proposed 
com m unication system achieved a bit error rate (BER) of 
10-5.
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In this paper, the OFU technique is proposed to solve the 
problem  of wireless M IM O signals transm ission over fiber, 
since it does not need low-frequency local oscillators (LOs) 
at the transm itter and the receiver as com pared to [10]. The 
crosstalk is highly suppressed between the different wireless 
M IM O signals with the same carrier frequency, since each 
wireless M IM O signal is carried on specific optical wave
length. By using the OFU technique, one optical dual-arm  
m odulator (DAM) is derived by one optical source to produce 
multiple wavelengths which convey multiple wireless M IM O 
signals over the optical fiber. The FiWi system based on 
the new  approach can also support the wavelength reuse 
technique, so one optical source is enough to generate the 
optical carrier which is reused at the AP as uplinkwavelength, 
and multiple wavelengths, which convey multiple wireless 
M IM O signals over the SMF [12]. The principles and the 
sim ulation design of the OFU technique to transport wireless 
M IM O signals over fiber are discussed in  Section 3.

The novel OFU approach is used to transm it three wire
less M IM O signals over a 20 km  SMF. The OFU technique 
exploits one optical source to produce multiple wavelengths 
by delivering it to a DAM. The param eters of the DAM 
are adjusted to produce num ber of wavelengths according 
to the num ber of the wireless M IM O signals. The wireless 
M IM O signals are then  optically m odulated by optical 
intensity m odulators separately using the produced optical 
carriers from  the OFU process. All these optical m odulators 
are LiNbO3 M ach-Zehnder m odulators (LN-MZMs). Each 
wireless M IM O signal is w ith a 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz carrier 
frequency, 1 Gb/s data rate, and 16-QAM. The crosstalk 
between the wireless M IM O signals is highly suppressed, 
since each wireless M IM O signal is carried on a specific 
optical wavelength. The system perform ance is evaluated 
in  term s of BER, error vector m agnitude (EVM), and eye 
diagrams for different RF carriers, optical link distances, and 
channel spacings. The novel technique provides a spectral 
efficient and reliable FiWi system.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines 
the operation of the OFU technique. Principles and design 
of the proposed system are dem onstrated in  Section 3. In 
Section 4, the m athem atical m odel of the proposed system 
illustrates how  the OFU approach operates in  the proposed 
system. Section 5 analyzes and discusses the system perfor
mance. Section 6  suggests how  the proposed approach can 
be extended to transport a higher num ber of wireless MIMO 
signals. Finally, conclusions are given in  Section 7.

2. Optical Frequency Upconversion Technique

OFU technique is a prim e technique in  m any fields of optical 
com m unication. External frequency m odulators such as LN- 
MZMs can be used as a light-wave frequency upconverter 
in  fiber optics [13]. The LN-MZM is a Da M  w hich can be 
used as an optical frequency upconverter w hen its dual-arm s 
are supplied by a sinusoidal RF signal. The LN-MZM is also 
used as an optical m odulator for digital base-band signals 
or m odulated RF signals, when these signals drive its dual
arms. For broadband com m unication applications, external 
LN-M ZM s provide broadband operation and m inim ize the

dispersion effects. Moreover, the external LN-M ZM s offer 
high stability, very low bias-voltage drift rates, and bias-free 
devices [14, 15]. The frequency conversion efficiency of the 
LN-M ZM s can be increased by using low values of half-wave 
voltage (V J.

In this study, the OFU technique is proposed to generate 
multiple optical carriers w hich are used to m odulate multiple 
wireless signals separately at m any optical external intensity 
m odulators (IMs). The m odulated optical signals can then 
be multiplexed together to the optical fiber, since they 
have no overlapping adjacent spectral bands. The DAM is 
set to generate first-order signal com ponent (at the center 
sinusoidal RF frequency) and other higher-order m odulated 
com ponents around it. The higher-order com ponents are 
neglected, since they have small am plitude com pared to 
the lower-order com ponents. In this approach, the W DM  
interleaver (W DM  IL) is used after the DAM to separate the 
generated dom inant wavelengths [16].

G eneration of multiple wavelengths from  one laser diode 
(LD) using OFU technique is illustrated in  Figure 2. One 
optical source LD w ith optical carrier frequency f p supplies 
a DAM which is driven by a sinusoidal clock frequency f m 
(RF m odulating frequency). The DAM is adjusted to generate 
multiple frequency com ponents: first-order com ponent with 
the center optical carrier frequency f p and upper and lower 
single sidebands com ponents around the center frequency. 
The lower single sideband com ponents have the optical 
frequencies (f p -  fp  -  2 / ^  f p -  3 fm, etc.) . At the 
output, the upper single sideband com ponents will have the 
optical frequencies ( f p + fm , L  + 2/m , fp  + 3 /m , etc.). From 
Figure 2, there are a num ber (five) of frequency com ponents 
exceeding the other higher-order com ponents which have 
small m agnitudes as com pared to their m agnitudes. These 
frequency com ponents are called dom inant wavelengths or 
frequencies which are interleaved separately by using W DM  
IL. The channel frequency space (or wavelength interleave) 
between the generated wavelengths is f m. The dom inant 
wavelengths will be used as downlink wavelengths to convey 
the multiple wireless M IM O signals over optical fiber.

3. Principles and Design of 
the Proposed System

The block diagram  of the OFU technique, for transm ission 
of three wireless M IM O signals over a single optical fiber, 
is show n in Figure 3(a). At the transm itter, three wireless 
M IM O signals M IM O : , M IM O 2, and M IM O 3 are generated 
and m odulated using M-QAM  at the same carrier frequency 
f c = 2.4 GHz. The spectra of these three wireless signals 
are shown in Figure 3(b) in  the insets ((i)-(iii)). A DAM, 
with the ODSB m odulation technique, is used to generate 
three dow nlink wavelengths from  one LD with a wavelength 
Xd = 1552.52 nm  (193.100 THz) as shown in Figure 3(b) 
the inset (iv). The three generated dow nlinkw avelengths are 
shown in Figure 3(b) as the inset (v). Two ILs are used after 
the DAM to separate the three downlink wavelengths which 
are the two single-sideband wavelengths [Xd1 = 1552.32 nm  
(193.125 THz), and Xd2 = 1552.73 nm  (193.075 T H z)},andthe 
optical carrier frequency Xd3 = 1552.52 nm  (193.100 THz).
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Figure 2: Generation of multiple wavelengths using OFU technique.

The channel spacing between these wavelengths AA equals 
the frequency of the sinusoidal clock f 0 = 25 GHz (0.2 nm) 
which is used in  the DAM. A n optical attenuator is used in 
the path of the dow nlink wavelength Xd3 to equilibrate its 
power with the generated power from  the other downlink 
wavelengths Ad1 and Ad2.

The dow nlink wavelengths Ad1, Ad2, and Ad3 are used to 
m odulate the three wireless M IM O signals M IM O 1, M IM O 2, 
and M IM O 3 by external IMs, respectively. The wireless 
M IM O signals are firstly biased to be compatible with the 
nature of the optical signals and then optically m odulated by 
the IMs. These IMs use the OSSB+C m odulation scheme to 
optim ize the system perform ance against the fiber dispersion 
effect. The three m odulated optical signals w ith the dow nlink 
wavelengths Ad1, Ad2, and Ad3 are coupled together, as shown 
in Figure 3(b) inset (vi), and then  propagated along a 20 km 
SMF w ith attenuation of 0.2 dB/km  and dispersion coefficient 
of 17 ps/nm /km .

The receiver receives the optical downstream , and then 
interleaves it into three m odulated optical signals with the 
wavelengths Ad1, Ad2, and Ad3, as show n in Figure 3(b) 
in  the insets ((vii)-(ix)). The receiver then downconverts 
the three m odulated optical signals directly to the suitable

electrical signals by using an optical receiver for each signal. 
The electrical signals are then  band-pass filtered according 
to the allocated RF carrier frequency f c = 2.4 GHz by 
using bandpass filters (BPFs) to get the wireless MIMO 
signals M IM O 1,M IM O 2, and M IM O 3. The crosstalkbetw een 
the received wireless M IM O signals which have the same 
frequency is highly suppressed, because each signal is carried 
on an independent wavelength with a large channel spacing 
(25 GHz) as com pared to the carrier frequency (2.4 GHz). In 
this sim ulation, the PIN photodiodes w ith power sensitivity 
of -2 0  dBm are used in  the optical receivers.

In the sim ulation design, the OFU technique is used to 
transport three wireless M IM O signals with the same RF 
carrier frequency of 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz over fiber. The wireless 
M IM O signals are m odulated by using 16-QAM m odulation 
to investigate the perform ance of this ROF system at different 
access distances and different wavelength interleaves.

4. Mathematical Model of the Proposed System

The optical field of the output signal Eout(t) from  the DAM 
can be expressed as [17, 18]:
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Figure 3: Transport of wireless MIMO signals over optical fiber using the OFU technique: (a) block diagram of the proposed technique and 
(b) power spectra of the signals according to the indicated insets.

.Eout (t) = aE in (t) {(1 -  y ) e(jnVl(t)/V”RF+inVbl/V"DC)

+yg(JnV2(t)/V7rRF +jnVb2/VnD C ) }
(1)

Here £ in (t) is the input optical signal to the DAM from  the 
LD. v1 (t) and v2 (t) are the RF m odulating electrical voltage 
with the carrier frequency f m = wm/ 2n. Vb1 and Vb2 are 
the DC bias voltages applied to the arm s of the DAM. V^RF 
and V^DC are the switching RF and switching bias voltages, 
respectively.

The param eter a  is given by

a  = 10 -(n /20) (2 )

Here Q  is the insertion loss in dB (It is assigned as 5 dB 
in this design). y designates the power splitting (combining) 
ratio o f arm  two for the input (output, resp.) Y-branch 
waveguide. y is given by

y = ( 1 - 1/ V ^ ) (3)

w here £r = 10(Extinction Ratlo/10) = 100 , so y  * 1 /2  in this work.
In the sim ulation design, the values of V^RF and V^DC are 

set to 4 V, and the bias voltages of Vb1 and Vb2 are assigned as 
- 1 V and 1V, respectively. In addition, the generated optical 
signal from  the LD can be expressed as Ein (t) = EpejWpt and 
the m odulating electrical signals can be expressed as v1 (t) = 
- v 2 (t) = cos(^mt). So 1) is rearranged as

£ out (t) = - a e -j(n/4)Ein (t) (e j(" /4)v‘(t) + ;e jW4)V2(t))

= l a e - j (̂ / 4 ) ( ej(n/4) C0S"mt
2

+ je - j(^/4) cos wmt

From the Jacobi-Anger expansion [19],

e jm' 'cos0 = £  j nJn (m h}e jn*,

) .
(4)

(5)

where Jn(m h) is the n-order Bessel function of the complex 
param eter m h.

The param eter m h is called m odulation index.
Therefore,

e,j(^/4) cos w,
'  = 1  F in  ( j ) ^n=-m \ 4  /

- - » -> ( D ‘ - ~ + ’o ( D + *  £ )■
,jwmt

(6 )

where the values of Jn (n /4)  are neglected for n = 
±2, ± 3 , ± m , because of their too small values.

Also,

^-j(^/4) coswmt = ^j(^/4) cos(wmt+rc)

- n - 1  ( 4 ) » - j» -t + /o  ( 4 ) - j , 1  ( ^ .

(7)

Since J-n(z) = ( -1 )nJn(z) for integer value n [19], so 
/ -1 (n /4 ) = - J 1 (n /4). The expression of the output optical 
signal Eout (t) is then  simplified as

£ out ( 0  =  ~a(1 + j } e-l(nl4)Ep

t + ' 1 ( D i

n a Epx 'o ( 4 )

4

ejwPt

J (wp+tom )t + ej(wp- tom )t

+ /1 (!l ) [
ej(wp +wm )t + ej(wp-wm )t ]

(8)

2
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So the output signal can be expressed as

Eout (t) = K 1 x  ej(“p+“™)t

+ K 2 x  e ^ - ^ *  + K 3 x  ejapt,
(9)

where K 1, K 2, and K 3 are constants according to (8 ).
This signal is delivered to optical ILs to separate the three 

dow nlink optical carriers f d 1 = fp  + fm  (A ^), f d2 = fp  -  
fm  (x d2 ), and /d 3 = fp  (Ad3). Three wireless M IM O signals 
M 1(t), M 2(t), and M 3(t) are OSSB+C m odulated by these 
the three optical carriers / d 1, / d 2, and /d 3, respectively, using 
three IMs as shown in Figure 3(a). The three M IM O signals 
have different QAM data stream  at the same carrier RF of 
fc  = u j 2 n .

The m odulated OSSB+C optical signal at each IM can be 
w ritten as [18]

E ssbi ( t ) * C ,ej^  + M t ( t)e j(w^ \ (10)

where C ; is a constant, «d; = 2nfdi is the optical dow nlink 
carrier, is the ith wireless M IM O signal w ith RF carrier 
frequency of f c, and i is the index of M IM O signal (i = 
1,2, or 3). The three m odulated optical signals by the optical 
wavelengths (Ad1, Ad2, and Ad3) are com bined into a single 
optical fiber. So the input optical signal to the optical fiber is 
given by

Ein fiber (t) *  C 1ej(“p+“m)t + M 1 (t)

' + M 2 (t) ejH - “m+w)t

„j(“ «+“m+“c)t

+ C 2ej(“p-“m)t ■

+ C 3ejapt + M 3 (t) ej(“p+“c)t.

(11)

This signal propagates along an SMF w ith the propagation 
constant of fi(w) and attenuation m agnitude ay , where w is 
the angular frequency. So the output lightwave at the end of 
the SMF w ith length of z  can be approxim ated as 20]

£ outfiber (z , t) a  e- “/Z

+ M 1 ( t -  fd1}

x gj[(“p+“m+“c)t+^(“P+“m+“c)z]

+ c 2 gj[(“p-“™)t+^(“p-“™)z]

+ M 2 ( t -  td2 }

x gj[(“p-“m+“c)t+^(“p- “m+“c)z]

,j[a>pt+0(a>Pz]

+ M 3 ( t -  td3} ej[(“p+“c)t+«“f.+“c)z]

(12)

where tdi (i = 1,2, or 3) is the tim e delay of the ith optical 
dow nlink signal. The tim e delay is calculated by the first 
derivative of p(a>), since td; = f i 'fa d > + wc), and is the

Figure 4: The propagated lightwave signal over the optical fiber.

ith optical dow nlink carrier frequency. The output lightwave 
at the end of fiber is considered as three optical signals with 
different dow nlink frequencies of Wp + wm, Wp -  wm, and Wp 
which convey the three wireless M IM O signals in  their upper 
single sidebands (USSBs) as shown in Figure 4.

The optical receiver receives the transm itted optical sig
nals and separates them  according to their downlink wave
lengths by using optical ILs as shown in Figure 3. Each optical 
dow nlink signal is then  directly detected by a photodetector 
(PD), so the photocurrent for each detected M IM O signal can 
be w ritten as the following equation according to the square- 
law PD [18]:

h  (z, t) = p\E{ (z, t) \2 = pE t (z, t) x  E* (z, t) 

a  pe-2af z x  { c iej[ŵ (w*)z]

+M, ( t - t d,} ej[(™

x { c ie j[“dit+^(“di)z]

+M- (t  -  t d } e-j[(“di+“c)t+̂ (“di+“c)z]}

(z, t) a  pe 2“/Z

x {C ;2 + M ;2 {t -  tdi}

+ 2C iM i (t  -  td;} cos («c (t  + M } } ^
(13)

where p  is the responsivity of the photodetector.
According to (13), the photocurrent is com prised of 

the DC com ponent and the RF com ponent at wc after 
transm ission. The detected signal is then  passed through 
BPF w ith a center frequency of f c, so the DC com ponent 
is removed. Each detected wireless M IM O signal w ith the 
carrier frequency f c is directly amplified and propagated by 
using M IM O antenna technique through wireless channel.

W
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Launched optical power (dBm)

- o -  2.4 GHz 16 QAM 
5.0 GHz 16 QAM

Figure 5: The fiber nonlinearity effect on the system performance.

The wireless end-user will receive the three M IM O signals 
and dem odulate them  using the suitable QAM dem odulation 
and M IM O decoding techniques.

5. System Performance Evaluation

In this work, the com m unication system is designed to 
provide a data rate of 1 Gb/s for each 16-QAM wireless MIMO 
signal. Figure 3 in  the inset (vi) shows the input optical 
power to the optical fiber, where the three m odulated optical 
signals w ith the dow nlink wavelengths Ad1, Ad2, and Ad3 
are coupled to propagate through 20  km  optical fiber. The 
total input power of the three optical signals is 1.626 dBm 
according to the sim ulation calculations for bo th  RF carrier 
frequencies of 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. This power is suitable to be 
launched to avoid the nonlinear effects along the optical link. 
Figure 5 shows the system perform ance at different launched 
optical powers. N onlinearity of the fiber negatively affects the 
system perform ance when the launched optical powers are 
greater than  10.8 dBm and 7.9 dBm at the carrier frequencies 
of 2.4 GHz and 5.0 GHz, respectively.

To evaluate the perform ance of the proposed technique, 
Figures 6 (a) and 6 (b) show the BER perform ance versus the 
received optical power at the receiver for the three wireless 
M IM O signals (M iM O 1,M IM O 2, and M IM O 3) at the carrier 
frequencies 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, respectively. The power 
sensitivity differences of the receivers for the three M IM O 
signals are small, especially between the two M IM O signals 
(M IM O 1 and M IM O 2). The m axim um  power penalties of 
3.47 dB and 4 dB are recorded at BER of 10-9  for the carrier 
frequencies of 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, receptively.

Figure 7 shows the system perform ance at three different 
fiber lengths (20 km, 30 km, and 50 km) of the optical fiber. In 
the proposed system, the fiber length of50 km  has slight effect 
on the perform ance of the transm itted optical signals which 
carry the wireless M IM O signals. The system perform ance

deteriorates progressively w hen the access distance becomes 
longer than  50 km.

In addition, the system perform ance is analyzed by using 
different wavelength interleaves betw een the optical carrier 
frequency (or RF clock frequency / 0). Figure 8 shows the 
system perform ance at different wavelength interleaves ( A f  = 
15, 25, and 50 GHz w hich are compatible w ith AA = 0.12, 
0.2, and 0.4 nm , resp.). W hen the wavelength interleaves are 
smaller than  15 GHz, the system perform ance will degrade 
and the error floor clearly appears.

Figures 9(a)- 9(c) show 1Gb/s 16-QAM constellation 
diagrams for the received M IM O signals M IM O 1, M IM O 2, 
and M IM O 3, respectively at 2.4 GHz. Clear scatter-plots are 
achieved at E vM  values of -20.8780 dB, -20.2873 dB, and 
-21.2961 dB for M IM O 1, M IM O 2, and M IM O 3, respectively. 
So the proposed technique has achieved a good perform ance 
of transm itting  wireless M IM O signals over the optical fiber 
at the carrier frequencies 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. The EVMs are 
calculated considering the following equation [21]:

EVM (dB) = 10 • log 10
L M  K , k - s rx,k \

■v-'M
L h 1 \s,'tx,k|

(14)

where EVM is the value of the difference between a collection 
of received symbols and transm itted or ideal symbols, Stx k 
is the corresponding transm itted symbol of the constellation 
associated w ith the k th  symbol, Srxk is the received symbol 
associated w ith Ste>k, and M  is the num ber of the symbols for 
the inphase-quadrature constellation.

Figures 10(a)- 10(c) show the eye diagram s of the I- 
b ranch of the received 16-QAM baseband signals for M IM O ^ 
M IM O 2, and M IM O 3, respectively. Also Figures 11(a)- 11(c) 
show the eye diagrams of the Q -branch of the received 16- 
QAM baseband signals for M IM O 1, M IM O 2, and M IM O 3, 
respectively. The eye diagrams of bo th  /-b ranch  and Q- 
branch of the received wireless M IM O signals at the receiver 
show slight differences and good quality com m unication 
system at a BER around of 10-9. The BER are calculated 
according to (15) 22]:

BER
log2Q

e = erfc
\

3 • log2 Q __________2_________

■̂ 2 (Q 2 - 1 }  (k  • EVMrms}2 • log2M

k  =
LM1 ( K j \ / m )

(15)

where Q is the num ber of signal levels w ithin each branch 
of the constellation diagram, log2M  is the am ount of bits 
encoded into one QAM symbol, and k  is a m odulation 
form at-dependent factor giving the relationship between 
m axim um  field m agnitude and average overall M  field m ag
nitudes defined by the constellation diagram  for the chosen 
m odulation format. This factor is calculated according to (15)

2

2
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leaves.

to be 6 / ( ^ 5  + 2) for 16-QAM. The Stxi is the ideal transm itted 
field vector, and Stx>max is the field vector of the outerm ost 
constellation point. In this paper, the perform ance of EVM 
and the BER is evaluated for the 16-QAM M IM O signals 
w ithout using forward error correction (FEC) techniques.

6. Transmission of More Wireless MIMO 
Signals over Optical Fiber

Figure 12 shows the proposed OFU technique to transm it 
five wireless M IM O signals over fiber. At the OLT, the DAM

is injected by LD w ith the wavelength Ad. The DAM is a 
LN-MZM. Adjusting the param eters of the DAM to suitable 
values can generate multiple wavelengths. The dom inant 
wavelengths are considered, and the rem aining outside wave
lengths are neglected because of their very small magnitudes. 
The OLT allocates five dow nlink wavelengths (Ad1, Ad2, Ad3, 
Ad4, and Ad5) which are used for dow nstream  m odulation. 
To generate five dom inant wavelengths, the values of DAM 
param eters are configured as -0 .5  V, 0.5 V DC bias voltages 
are applied to, respectively, first and second arm s of the 
LN-MZM, the RF clock voltage w ith frequency of f 0 drives
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Figure 9: Constellation diagrams of the demodulated 16-QAM MIMO signals (a) MIMO1, (b) MIMO2, and (c) MIMO3.

to the DAM, and the DC and RF switching voltages are 
set to 4 V and 2 V, respectively. The wavelength interleaves 
between the five generated wavelengths which are equal to the 
frequency of the sinusoidal clock f 0. The power m agnitudes 
of the five wavelengths are approxim ately equal and the center 
wavelength Xd3 has m axim um  value. The difference between 
this and the others is around 6 dB. To get balanced power 
m agnitudes, an optical attenuator is used in path  of the center 
wavelength after IL, as shown in Figure 12. Each generated 
wavelength m odulates the M IM O signal by using IM. The five

m odulated optical signals propagate along the same optical 
fiber.

The receiver receives the optical dow nstream  and then 
interleaves it into the five m odulated optical signals with 
the wavelength Ad1, Ad2, Ad3, Xd4, and Xd5 as shown in 
Figure 12. The receiver then  downconverts the five m odulated 
optical signals directly to the suitable electrical signals by 
using an optical receiver for each signal. The electrical signals 
are then band-pass filtered according to the allocated RF 
carrier frequency f c by using BPFs to get the original five

0
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wireless M IM O signals M IM O 1, M IM O 2, M IM O 3, M IM O4, 
and M IM O 5.

7. Conclusions

The novel OFU technique is proposed to solve the problem 
of wireless M IM O signals transm ission over a single optical 
fiber. Three wireless 16-QAM M IM O signals have been trans
m itted over a 20 km  SMF using the OFU technique. These 
wireless M IM O signals were m odulated using the carrier

frequency of 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz at data rate of 1 Gb/s for each 
signal. The physical layer perform ance has been reported in 
term s of the BER at different RF carrier frequencies, different 
access distances, and different wavelength interleaves. In 
addition, the EVM and the eye diagram s are analyzed in  this 
study.

The proposed approach highly suppressed the crosstalk 
between different M IM O signals w ith the same RF carrier 
frequency, since each M IM O signal is carried on a spe
cific optical wavelength. W hile the ESSB-FT technique [10]
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requires a num ber of low-frequency LOs and electrical BPFs 
at the transm itter and the receiver, the OFU technique does 
not require low-frequency LOs at the transm itter and the 
receiver or electrical BPFs at the transm itter. Less num ber 
of electrical BPFs is required at the receiver in  the proposed 
technique. However, a num ber of PDs are required at the 
receiver w hich is equal to the num ber of M IM O signals. The 
proposed system supports m any wavelengths for carrying

multiple wireless M IM O signals over the fiber using single 
LD. The novel technique provides a spectral efficient and 
reliable FiWi system.
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